Collecting *anonymous* quick feedback on the instruments

Blue = Yes
Yellow = Sort of
Pink = No
Questions

1. Did you read the tool? **Blue**: Yes, comprehensively; **Yellow**: Sort of, I skimmed it; **Pink**: No, not yet.

2. Did you find the tool to be well-structured? **Blue**: Yes, the structure is clear; **Yellow**: Sort of; **Pink**: No, I find the structure unclear and poorly.

3. Did you find the tool to be comprehensive? **Blue**: Yes, it is comprehensive and covers all of the important issues; **Yellow**: Sort of, but there were important topics missing or topics that were not needed; **Pink**: It is not comprehensive, and there are major issues to add or change.

4. Do you think you could use this tool in your country? **Blue**: Yes, I can use the tool; **Yellow**: Sort of, but minor changes would be needed; **Pink**: No, it would require major changes before I could use it.